7:2 G. Sandini and A. Sciutti be able to do a backflip might very well not be able to understand a simple instruction, such as "pass me that," or to move appropriately in a shared space so as to avoid conflicts of resources or waiting.
Unfortunately, the field of robotics is not yet as advanced as we expect it to be by now, especially pertaining to the interaction of robots with humans.
From Being Users to Collaborators
Current personal-assistant machines is relatively good at responding to explicit orders or instructions (consider Siri or Alexa). This implies that for a collaboration to happen, we need to issue explicit commands to a system regarding what to do, when to do it, and sometimes even exactly how to do it. As a result, all the effort of establishing the interaction falls on the shoulders of the human partner, which is, in all respects, a user. Conversely, humans base most of their collaborative behavior on unsaid, covert information. The reading of implicit signals embedded in human actions enables the partners to read the mind and the emotions of the other and plays a crucial role in our social decisions (Sciutti et al. 2018; Vignolo et al. 2017) . Intuition is the short term for this ability to capture the essence of what the other person really intends or wants. I can realize that you are upset from the tone of your voice, the speed of your walking or some micro-expressions on your face, even if you are asking me in the kindest words where I have been today, and I will tailor my response accordingly. Importantly, this is what allows us also to understand when to interact or interrupt someone else, by "reading" the situation and following a series of unscripted social rules. This intelligent behavior is unfortunately still unknown to our software, as demonstrated by the unwanted notifications of our smart phones, when we have forgotten to turn off the volume.
Beyond Real Time
Although humans generally believe themselves to be focused on the here and now, the human brain is projected into the future: the brain is used to predicting the future (Berthoz 1997). We continuously imagine our actions and their potential effects, simulating our own movements through internal models that we learn and adapt to changes in our body (Bhat et al. 2016 ). Thanks to the high similarity among conspecifics, the model of ourselves can represent a good approximation of the model we need to interpret and predict others. Therefore, whenever we execute or observe one action, we are already predicting its future evolution and sensory consequences (Flanagan and Johansson 2003) . Even infants understand others' actions in terms of their future goals rather than on the basis of the current movement (Meltzoff 1995) . Such social prospection is vital in allowing for timely coordination and collaboration. Current machines are often still blocked in an actionperception loop, trying to compensate for the inherently reactive nature of the resulting behavior with incredibly fast computational speeds. However, humans -with all the sensory-motor delays characterizing human nature -are thinking far into the future, exploiting a very different loop based on prediction and exploration, fueled by motivations and driven by experience.
As a result, robots at this writing are not up to speed with human needs. Society today expects robots to respect at least Asimov's first law: "A robot may not injure a human being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm" (Asimov 1942) . In other words, a robot should prospectively understand its and its partners' actions and their future consequences in order to avoid any possible negative outcome. Applying this rule requires the robot to project itself into the future, far beyond the limits of its current experience, and sense which objective and subjective implications its actions will have. Humans can do that, robots not -and who knows for how long?
The key to achieve this is probably to stop illusorily humanizing robots and start making them more humane. A humane robot is a robot considerate of humans, that is, one that maintains a model of humans in order to understand and predict human needs, intentions, and limitations, while being transparent, legible, and predictable in Sciutti et al. (2018) . The ultimate robot may not be anthropomorphic, but it needs to have at least an anthropomorphic mind (an anthropomorphic Humane Robots 7:3 imagination, to cite Italo Calvino (Calvino 1988) ) to support human understanding and prediction. It needs such a model to reply to the question "how would a human behave in this situation?." This interactive model will need to work for robots with very different embodiments, ranging from humanoids to autonomous cars. The difficulty in replicating such a model is that it operates below the level of our awareness. We cannot explicitly express in words what makes us not trust a person at first sight or how we always predict the right place and time to shake someone's hand. Hence, we need to devise a different method that can tap into these implicit processes, revealing which are the visual -or multisensory -features that stimulate the anthropomorphic imagination, communicating implicit knowledge between partners. In this challenge, a humanoid robot can prove useful, serving as a novel investigatory tool and making actual online, embodied collaboration analyzable with the rigorous methods of cognitive science and neurosciences . Working with an "artificial conspecific" as a humanoid, it might be possible to follow the human path and learn others' internal models by learning the robot's own during action execution (Zambelli and Demiris 2017) . The physical and sensorial similarity with humans can enable the development of a similar anthropometric representation of similar action capabilities and hence of motor resonance, that is, the possibility for robots and humans to relate to each other motorically (Sciutti et al. 2012) . The resulting human model could then be used to build an anthropomorphic mind for robots with different embodiments, making them share a more humane perspective of the world.
To summarize, we believe that the greatest challenges for the future of human-robot interaction are the following: (1) gain intuition, becoming partners rather than just sophisticated tools;
(2) think beyond real time; and (3) use an anthropomorphic imagination for human-robot interaction. These challenges cannot be met without an honest and active interaction with other disciplines, going beyond the traditional boundaries that see humanities, arts, and journalism as completely detached from robotics and engineering. Indeed, the arts have been much more effective in capturing what a human is in paintings, poetry, and dance than any robotic platform. HRI has a tradition in its effort to bridge different communities. This effort in the future should become even stronger, to make the illusion of humane robots a new reality.
